Conditions for random fixed points of condensing random operators are obtained and subsequently used to prove random fixed point theorems for weakly inward operators in conical she]Is.
Introduction
The fixed point theorems play a very important role in the questions of existence, uniqueness and successive approximations for various type of equations. The random fixed point theorems are useful tools for solving various problems in the theory of random equations, which form a part of random functional analysis. In recent years, there has been exciting interaction between analysis and probability theory, furnishing a rich source of problems for analysis. Bharucha-Reid [2] proved the random version of Schauder's Fixed Pint Theorem. Random fixed point theory has further developed rapidly in recent years; see e.g. Itoh Proof: Let Pr be as before and for all w C(w) sup{ I I f(w, x)I1" e Kr}. We use (ii) to get a "barrier" at I I x l] P as follows. Let Cn: x [0, r]--,[0, cx) be a continuous random map such that ,(w, t) 0 for t > p and ,(w, t) 5(w) for t < p-and large n, with a measurable map 5:(0,)such that 5(w) llll > p/C() for each w. Let f,(w,x)= / I I I I Evidently, fr, is a-condensing and weakly inward random operator on K. By Theorem 1, there exists a measurable map ,:K such that (,(w)= f(w,,(w)) for each w E . Fix w arbitrarily. We cannot have I I > . Hence, (n(w) f(w, (n(w))+ Ca(w, 11 (n(w)II )" By the choice of , we cannot have I I and we are done if [[(n(w) Pemark 4: Theorem 3 does not hold if K 1 is compact. For a counterexample, see [3] .
